
Ellen Sichel is a teacher, speaker, and author 
who is tired of stress and pain reduction being 
so darn complicated. 

Her talks, workshops, and courses are packed 
with sustainable techniques, group interaction, 
and relatable content all delivered in Ellen’s 
signature  roll-up-your-sleeves, humorous, 
no-B.S. style.  

As someone who has lived with chronic pain, 
chronic illness, and been a caregiver herself, 
Ellen doesn’t teach anything she doesn’t live in 
her own life.

THE NO B.S.: 
CALM LIVING BOOK CLUB

CUSTOM CALM
“Ellen Sichel gets it! Ellen’s upbeat approach to 
dealing with the unavoidable stress associated 
with chronic illness encourages her students 
to set realistic and attainable goals and regain a 
sense of calm and control”

Teri Emond: Program Director and COO, 
Lupus Foundation of America, GA Chapter

“Ellen has put together a unique and simple 
approach to deal with the stress that comes 
from dealing with disease and illness. With 
Ellen’s help, I was able to get through the 
months of waiting for a proper diagnosis 
without losing my mind and still get on with my
life.” 

Terry C.; Sr. Consultant - Asset Management

TESTIMONIALS:

ellen@customcalm.com
www.customcalm.com

“There is so much we must cope with and it 
seems that life brings challenges at every turn. 
Ellen just says “Ok, let’s take a look at it”… and 
then arms you with new skills that you can use 
to empower yourself and your life. She teaches 
us in her own unique way that transformation 
can happen for all of us and that we can not only 
cope with what is in the here and now, we can 
thrive in the moments of our lives no matter 
what is happening.”

Laurence G.- Three-time cancer patient/Retired executive



DETAILS:
Calls are 1st & 3rd Wednesdays of every month 
7:30-8:30pm EST

INFO & REGISTRATION:
www.customcalm.com/bookclub

ONGOING PROGRAM:
Join at any time

HERE’S THE SCOOP:

HERE’S WHAT YOU WILL LEARN:

•We have  live calls with Ellen two times 
per month. These will be recorded  so 
you can tune in if you miss a call or 
want a review

•Minimum of a 4 month commitment

•You will be assigned a chapter from the 
book and a practice for each session

•You will receive additional handouts 
and practices that are not in 
the book

•There will be group teaching, open 
discussion, and Q&A on all calls

•You will be a part of an awesome 
community

•You will have a buddy to 
check in with for 
support

  • How to anchor yourself  
in the moment and transform 

knee jerk reactions into calm responses

• How to communicate with doctors 
and loved ones openly and effectively

• Evidence-based techniques to improve 
your nervous system and immune 
system 

• Practices to help quiet your relentless 
thoughts so you improve your memory 
and focus

     • How to 
improve your 

sleep and relax your body
 

 • How to effectively lower your 
pain symptoms

     • How to balance your day and get 
back to having some fun

• Simple daily practices that are easy to 
incorporate in your day- anytime, 
anyplace

It sure does… so we have created a program just 
for you.  This is not any ordinary book club.  It is 
a life changing experience.  

When you are part of a community committed to 
living in the solution, you are supported in every 
way.   When you are guided by a compassionate, 
upbeat, kick-ass teacher, your progress will soar. 

This ongoing program is based on the book 
Splash Into Calm, a book loaded with tech-
niques, perspectives, and stories communicated 
with a casual, playful approach.  

There is a 4-month commitment because lasting 
improvement only comes through realistic and 
incremental change.

It stinks when you don’t know
how to take charge of your

chronic illness or pain!


